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Music has always been about the power of 

story and the truth that unites us all. Knit 

together, storytellers write history and become 

culture-makers. Memphis metalcore band, 

You The Few writes stories of human 

experience and honest expression, animated 

by the space between reality and imagination. 

With roots in rock, hardcore, emo, punk and 

metal, the band's eclectic sound creates a 

diverse experience that transcends the rules of 

genre. Drawing influence from metalcore 

giants like Underøath and Silent Planet, the 

band crafts their sound with a balance of 

aggressive vocals, intricate rhythm, and harsh 

guitars, tastefully paired with catchy hooks 

and an ambient sonic foundation.  

Comprised of Naø Lewandowski, Shekinah 

Toebbe, Joel Hoyt, Daniel Lewandowski and 

Nick Toebbe, YTF breaks every stereotype in 

heavy music.  
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The band is a mosaic of men and women who 

share the stage as one, discovering stories and 

writing new chapters with every album and 

every show. 

YTF released their first self-titled EP in 2013, 

followed by Taken at the Flood in 2015. In 2016, 

the band released their second studio album, 

It Is Well via Madison Line Records. An album 

of tension between hope and loss, It Is Well 

became the springboard for the band's 

philosophy on music, creativity and 

relationships.  

With every song, YTF aims to write authentic 

stories and ask questions that may not have 

answers. The space between comfort and 

mystery has become the band's foundation for 

writing and learning, and ultimately where life 

is cultivated, stories have meaning, and music 

has purpose. 


